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Dehradun: Environmental activists, locals and social activists gathered on Sunday morning against potential tree
felling in Dehradun.

The protest was sparked by the recent marking of trees along Canal Road, which has many mango and jamun
trees, raising fears of a road-widening project and subsequent tree felling. Their concerns follow recent proposals
to fell 2,000 trees at Khalanga forest reserve and nearly 250 trees along New Cantt Road for road expansion,
projects that were temporarily halted due to public outcry.

“In past five years, nearly 25,000 trees have been felled in and around Dehradun, and 40,000 are expected to be
chopped for new projects. Tree numbering has been done along Canal Road and in Ladpur. Over the past two
decades, temperatures have risen by 7°C. There has been no census indicating population growth in Dehradun,
and the 2021 master plan has not been implemented to account for the increase in vehicles. Despite the lack of
information, blind infrastructure work continues,” said environmentalist Dr Ravi Chopra.

“Unfortunately, our planners are not stakeholders. They will leave once the work is done and we will be left to face
the consequences of their rash action,” said Lokesh Ohri, founder of citizens’ group, Been There Doon That.
Officials of the Mussoorie forest division said marking was done by Dehradun PWD division in the presence of
forest department officials for proposed road widening. However, the project is now being denied, with officials
claiming it was ‘merely a census’.

We also published the following articles recently
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Delhi CM Arvind Kejriwal sent tree felling file to LG VK Saxena: OfficialsLearn about the ongoing confusion
surrounding tree felling permission in Delhi's southern ridge. Supreme Court issues notice for contempt of order.
AAP government forms panel to investigate the matter. Get the latest updates on this environmental
issue.111501200
Tree plantation driveRead about tree plantation drives, music sessions, free heart checkup camps, job melas, and
political demands in Karnataka. Stay updated on the latest events and initiatives in the region.111526148
Divars beloved mango tree fallsDiscover the story of the iconic mango tree on Divar island that fell during heavy
showers. Learn about its history, role in movies, and the plans to plant a new mango sapling in its place. Explore
more about this beloved landmark.111560266


